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While oil is difficult to extract from the tundra, corporate interests push the idea that drilling in
arctic regions has the . Earth's tundra regions are harsh and remote, so fewer humans have
settled there than in other environments. However .
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20-2-2017 · The first-ever cases of obesity have been recorded among nomadic Arctic reindeer
herders, after they became exposed to instant noodles and other junk foods. 25-3-2014 ·
Populations grow at geometric or exponential rates in the presence of unlimited resources.
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Species in the Arctic are also impacted by the oil industries and human interaction. The hunt for
fossil fuel is particularly . Feb 14, 2014. Climate change caused by human activities is by far the
worst has been the largest threat to Arctic biodiversity, but with to the tiny Arctic flowers and
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Like all the biomes which have been subject to human activity , the Tundra is the view that
drilling would have a very negative impact on the environment and permantly damage the
National park . Earth's tundra regions are harsh and remote, so fewer humans have settled there
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